
6 Challenges over 6 months: October 2020 to March

2021 

Themed around our 6 programme areas for Anchors,

Juniors and Company/Seniors - unique challenges for

each section. 

Each challenge will be released monthly in our e

news and Facebook/Instagram 

Six in Six certificates available for those who

complete. 

Share your 6in6 Challenges on social media using

#6IN6CHALLENGEBBNI

This will be run at a Company level.

Each month a new challenge will be

communicated via our e news and

social media.  Depending on what

way your company is meeting at that

point you can communicate the

challenge to them to be completed

for that month.  If your company is

meeting virtually this may be by

WhatsApp, Email, Social media, post

etc.  Some of the challenges may be

suitable to complete in the hall on

your company night if you are

meeting face to face.  

Please note you must check the

operating stages and ensure that we

are at stage 3, if we are not at stage 3

it is not possible to meet face to face. There is a challenge for Anchors, Juniors and Company &

Seniors each month.  

The programme area will vary across the sections but by

the end they will have covered all the programme areas. 

 Leaders are also encouraged to get involved and it can

be a way to share the challenge with the young people

and encouraging them to get involved. 

What is the Six in Six

Challenge?
How it works

Who can get involved?
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We would love to see you share your photos of

young people taking part in the challenges.  If you

are sharing them on your company or church

social media use the hashtag

#6IN6CHALLENGEBBNI

Please ensure you have photo consent if you are

sharing them online or on social media.  You can

also send photos to us to share using the email

address nihq@boys-brigade.org.uk, if sending

photos to us please include confirmation that you

have consent to share the photos.  

       Certificates 

In January you will be able to

submit an estimated number of

certificates you require for your

young people who have taken part

in the Six in Six Challenge.  

These will then be available from

March 2021 once the Six

Challenges in Six Months have

been completed.

What if we start BB later

than October, can we

still take part?

Yes of course!  For example if you start in

November you can do 2 challenges for

November.  The 6 challenges can be used in

a way that suits your company and they are

flexible.   You can use the challenges at any

of the operating stages eg at home or face to

face  depending on your company setting. 

 You can check what operating stage we are

at here:   https://boys-brigade.org.uk/

coronavirus-update/

How do I know what the

challenges are?

The challenges will be communicated monthly.

  

Each month the new challenges will go out via our district

enews and social media.

  

The Challenges will also be uploaded to our BBNI Website

downloads page, here you will be able to download the

monthly challenge and a graphic to use on your social

media or whatever way you are communicating to your

young people.

The Rules
The rules are simple follow the challenge on the card, participate and it enjoy it.  There are no

formal competition rules for the Six in Six Challenge and the main thing is getting involved and

having fun.
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